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The Social Action Process: 
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what 
makes some projects 
tops and others flops? 

how why 
can you make a program click 
when others fail to tick? 

is one community dead 
when others move ahead? 



CHANGE 
takes place whether 
you plan for it or not 

By planning, you can produce changes 
you want, prevent changes you don't want, 
and meet expected changes. 

All programs or projects start with an 
idea and go through certain steps before 
they can become success stories. 

These steps are known as the Social 
Action Process. 

To understand how to accomplish social 
action programs such as getting a doctor 
or a new industry for the community, build- 
ing a youth center, carrying on a community 
fund drive, or developing a waterfront recrea- 
tion program, you first must recognize im- 
portant steps in the social action process. 

To start a program at the wrong step or 
not to understand all of the steps can lead 
to failure. 

All social action takes place in some sort 
of social system. This can be as simple as 
a neighborhood coffee klatsch, the local PTA, 
or as complex as the state legislature. 

An important feature of a social system 
is that its members take each other into 
account in their actions. 

To plan intelligently, you must under- 
stand the particular social system (or sys- 
tems) that each step of the action will take 
place in. Some steps take place in one social 
system; some in another. Few action pro- 
grams involve every group in the community. 
That's why it is important to identify which 
groups will be involved—and at which step 
they'll be involved. 



prior experience or present situation 

You   also   must   understand   the   cor 
munity's prior experience or present situa- 
tion  relating to the program you want to 
accomplish. This will mean asking questions: 

Has there been any experience in the 
community with the kind of project being 
proposed? Was it successful? Why, or why 
not? 

What is the general attitude of the com- 
munity regarding change? What methods of 
change are traditional in the community? 

What groups or organizations seem to 
work well together? Is there ill feeling be- 
tween some that might prevent them from 
working together successfully? 

Answers to questions such as these will 
help you learn from past experience—from 
the prior social situation in the community. 
This information will help you plan your pro- 
gram more intelligently. 
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is the first step 
toward social action. 

Social action can start whenever two or 
more people agree that a problem exists or 
a situation needs changing. 

Quite often people within a social system 
think an existing problem is important enough 
to do something about. 

Or sometimes a force totally outside that 
particular social system tries to start action 
on a problem within the system. This happens 
when a pressing problem attracts attention 
of a health specialist or state or federal 
agency. 

The problem might be water pollution 
or weed control. The outside force may de- 
cide that action should be taken. In such 
cases, someone from outside the system 
defines the problem and starts action. 

Or the problem might be pinpointed by 
an insider who represents outside interests. 
This might be a minister, superintendent of 
schools, or county agent. 

A word about the symbolic arrow you'll 
see throughout this discussion of the Social 
Action Process: 

The arrow dramatizes movement from one 
social action step to another. It moves in a 
circle and then continues. This demonstrates 
a pause between steps, giving you time to: 

* Evaluate 

* Decide 

* Plan 

•Act 

After each step, you ask: 
Did we get the job done? 
How well did we do? 
What should we be doing now? 
Why did we succeed, or 
Why did we fail? 
What next? 

Evaluate each step. Decide on a goal for 

the next step. Plan a program for reaching 

the goal. Then act. 

Every time you see these arrows, you'll 

know it's time to pause and evaluate, decide, 

plan and act. 
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Unfamiliar terms 

in this description of the social action 
process you'll see these unfamiliar terms. 

Don't let these terms confuse you. They'll 
be explained. 

• initiating sets . . . 

• legitimizing sets . . . 

• diffusion sets ... 

The Initiatin 
People who feel that "something should 

be done" about a problem are the initiating 
set. 

They decide that the problem is important 
enough to do something about. So they initi- 
ate some action. 



The Leaitimizina Set 

In almost every community, or every 
social system, there are certain people or 
groups whose approval of ideas or proposed 
projects is necessary to make things legiti- 
mate. 

Legitimizers may be one or two people. 
Sometimes they are an informal group of 
three, four, five, or six people. Sometimes 
they are a formal group such as a Church, 
Chamber of Commerce, Service Club, or 
public agency. Who they are depends on 
which social system is involved. You have to 
understand the social system in order to cor- 
rectly identify the legitimizers. 

Legitimizers have a reputation for doing 
things that are good for the community. You'll 

generally find the public willing to accept 
an idea that's been approved by these key 
people or groups. 

The initiating set usually takes the prob- 

lem to the legitimizers and asks for their 
suggestions. At this step in the social action 
process it is a good idea for the initiators to 
have alternative courses of action to propose. 
This is insurance in case the legitimizers flatly 
reject the first idea. 

It's not always possible to get initial 
legitimizer support. But keep the legitimizers 
informed and involved, anyway. They may 
not openly oppose your action, and may 
eventually join you. To surprise legitimizers 
or to try to by-pass them almost certainly 
will mean failure for your program. 

Of course, the real legitimizers of any 

idea are the people themselves. But before 
the idea gets to them, do your best to obtain 
approval from your community's legitimizers. 



he Diffusion Set 

After your idea has been legitimized, you 
are ready to move to the diffusion step. 

Remember, up to this point, four or five 
people in the initiating set have heard about 

the idea. 

Four or five key people or one or more 
key forma! groups in the legitimizer set have 

okayed the idea. 

Both the initiating set and the legitimizers 
have called it a need worthy of action. Now 
you are ready to see if the general public 

agrees. 

The diffusion set takes the problem to 
the public. 

Choose carefully when you select people 
to serve as the diffusion set. Once again you 
must consider the social system involved 
and the prior social situation. Remember, too, 
that people who function best in diffusion 
need the ability of salesmen, showmanship 
of advertising men, zeal of missionaries, and 
dedication of teachers. The idea people may 
not be the best people to convince others 
that a problem exists. The diffusion set 
should be recognized by the public as action 
leaders. 

You'll probably have more than one dif- 
fusion set. That is, different people to spread 
the information in different ways and to 
different groups. 



focusing 
on the 
need... 

The diffusion sets will want to use many 
different ways to make the public aware of 
the need and possible solutions. Here are 
some techniques: 

• Basic education—explaining facts re- 
garding the problem and suggesting 
possible solutions. 

• Program development committees— 
forming committees is one way to in- 
volve more people. 

• Survey or questionnaire—by asking 
questions, you can get people thinking 
and talking about the problem. Your 
questions can give them information, 
and their answers can give you in- 
formation. 

• Comparison and competition—if an- 
other community has solved the prob- 
lem, yours can too! 

• Exploiting crisis—a dramatic occur- 
rence might create an atmosphere for 
immediate action. You can't stage the 
crisis, but if one occurs, be ready to 
take advantage of it. 

• Demonstrations or trial—arrange a tour 
to another community to see what 
they've done. Or try it out for a short 
time or on a small scale in your com- 
munity. 

• Building on past experience—if it's a 
recurring problem, like flooding every 
spring, remind the people of it. 

• Channeling gripes—if certain people 
are complaining because teenagers 
have nothing to do, for instance, in- 
volve these people in solving the prob- 
lem. A sort of put up or shut up situa- 
tion. 
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Commitment to Action 

Quite often, people seem to recognize a 
need and accept your idea, but they're not 
motivated enough to act. It's easy to get them 
to nod their heads, and to say, "This is a 
problem; we should do something about it." 
But when it comes right down to giving time, 
money, and resources to solve a problem, 
that's something else again. 

Just because they agree with your ideas, 
you can't assume that you have moved 
people to act. You also must get from them 
a commitment to do something such as 

A vote of confidence 
Agreements to attend meetings 
Agreements to act at the proper time 
Agreements to piedge so much money 
Agreements to participate in the program 

A commitment to action is one of the most 
important steps in the social action process. 



Goals 

You pinpointed the problem in an early 
step of the social action process, but you 
have been somewhat flexible regarding the 
solution. This is because the people who 
agree to help will want a say in setting spe- 
cific goals and deciding how to reach them. 
So now you need to work together to set 
goals the group thinks will solve the problem. 
You need to spell out: 

Your destination 
The content area 
Behavior changes you hope to bring 

about. 

Means 
Once you have decided on your goals, 

you must decide how to reach them. 
You may find you have more trouble 

agreeing on how to do something than on 
what you are trying to do. 

Analyze your plan in terms of conse- 
quences. Have an alternate plan in mind if 
your first plan doesn't work out. 

Plan for Action 

After you have set up your goals and have 
decided on ways to reach them, you'll want 
to set up a plan of work—an action program 
that can accomplish what you have in mind. 

In your plan of work you should consider: 

• Time schedule 

• Committees 

• Kinds of personnel needed 

• Buildings required 

• Content materials 

• Visual aids or other methods needed 

• The need for meetings 

• Personal, group, mass communication 

• Publicity requirements 

• All other planning details 



Mobilizing and 

Organizing Resources 

Once you have made your plan of work, 
you must mobilize and organize your re- 
sources to carry out the plan. This means you 
must find: 

• Time 

• People 

• Resources 

• Physical facilities 

And anything else that's needed to put 
the plan into action. 

This is where the people will have to be- 
gin to get to work. So they must be mobilized 
and organized. 

Launching the Program 

As you move your Social Action Process 
into high gear you'll find some programs 
automatically call for a launching process. 
This launching may take the form of: 

• Fund drive 

• Series of tours 

• Kick-off dinner 

• Full-page ad campaign 

• Telephone call network 

• Publicity splurge 

In other words, this is made into a big 
event so everyone will know the program is 
under way. 

Other programs don't lend themselves to 
this sky-rocket-type launching. You must 
move slowly into them and prod them along. 



Final Evaluation 

Once your program is started you must 
follow through with your plan of work. 

So you go through various action steps: 

• Action step 1 

• Action step 2 

• Action step 3 

And so on, as you carry the program for- 
ward. Take as many action steps as neces- 
sary to move along to your goals and ob- 
jectives. 

Between each action step, as at all other 
steps in the Social Action Process, remember 
to stop and evaluate, plan, decide and act. 

Evaluate: 
• What you've done 
• Your next immediate objective     I  
• Alternative methods for reaching your 

objective 

In other words, plan your next move be- 
fore you act. 

Eventually you reach the point where 
you evaluate the total program. It's a good 
idea to ask: 

• Did you accomplish what you set out 
to do? 

• IVere the methods used the best? 

• Did you make good use of your re- 
sources? 

Why were you successful here? 

• Why did you fail here? 

• Would you plan differently if you were 
to do it over? 

• What did you learn that you might use 
in another program? 

• Where do you go from here? 



remembei r 
Social System 

Social action is a continuous process. 

Solving one problem may serve only to 
identify or create awareness of other prob- 
lems. This can be frustrating to a volunteer 
or professional working in community action. 
If you understand steps in the social action 
process, however, and know the importance 
of identifying relevant social systems and the 
prior social situation, you'll be able to step 
into an ongoing situation and provide guid- 
ance and leadership for its solution. That's 
what makes understanding the social action 

process vital to community improvement and 

development. 

The accompanying flow chart gives a 
quick review of the Social Action Process. 

Action Step 1 
Action Step 2 
Action Step 3 

xy 
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Initiating Set 1 
initiating Set 2 
Initiating Set 3 

Legitimizing Set 
Informal 
Formal 

Diffusion Set 1 
Diffusion Set 2 
Diffusion Set 3 

THE SOCIAL ACTION PROCESS 

Alternate Courses of Action 

Techniques 

Basic 
Education 

Program 
Development 
Committee 

Survey or 
Questionnaire 

Comparison and 
Competition 

Exploiting 
Crisis 

Demonstration 
or Trial 

Building on Past 
Experience 

Channeling 
Gripes 

0 
Commitments 
to Action 
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